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Another Career Led To My Calling To Teach

Growing up, I always knew I wanted to
make a difference, but I was never sure
how. I tried to join the Army as a young
undergraduate
student
but
was
disqualified due to medical issues. Still,
something in me pushed me to want to
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serve. As I continued through my studies,
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ANOTHER CAREER LED TO
MY CALLING TO TEACH
I fell in love with the museum aspect of my
History as I had gotten the opportunity to intern
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in some through my degree plan. After graduation,
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I looked for work in museums, but it was hard to
7 TIPS TO IMPROVE YOUR
TEACHING
find a position without a Master's in Museum
Studies. Eventually, I was offered a position in the Education Department
of the Corpus Christi Museum of Science and History. In just two years, I
was promoted several times until I ran the entire department. I realized
that my calling to serve was with children through this work. In my
search to keep growing and expanding, I found YES Inc. This organization
provided me with professional development and opened the door to an
opportunity I had only dreamed of. They introduced me to Relay
Graduate School of Education and got me several interviews with
partnered districts to go back to school for a Master of Arts in Teaching.
In just one week of their IEP program, my entire life changed. Since then,
I have worked with Por Vida Academy as a Graduate Resident, where I
learned how important it is to bring equitable education to our lowincome communities. I have also worked as a Teacher of Record with
IDEA Public Schools, where I have been named Teacher of the Week and
scored at the top of our district in our unit assessments several times.
The training YES Inc provided me taught me how to balance the weight of
school, work, and life in general while consistently growing as an
effective educator. I have achieved Dean’s List and Academic Honors each
term and am set to graduate in May!
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Did you know that YES, Inc. Has Been Helping Educators Become More Effective for 27 Years!
Be The Most Effective Educator!
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Teaching Tip Of The Week
Great teachers don’t only put much work into
their lessons and materials; they also constantly
reflect on their lessons, objectives, and goals.
Changing nothing and sticking with what you know
won’t make you a better teacher. All good
teachers know: Learning never stops.

7 Tips to Improve Your Teaching

1. Know each student: Their name,
background, interests,&
learning
style.
2.Be passionate about the students
and the subject(s) you teach.
3.Be reachable for your students and
give them a chance to connect with
you.
4.Ask

for

student

5.Share ideas
collaborate.

feedback.

with

colleagues

and

6. Be aware of your students'
progress/strengths/weaknesses.
7.Personalize

learning.

Your students need you to be healthy. Make sure to schedule time to relax, decompress, and
take care of yourself so that you can stay healthy, happy, and at the top of your game.
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